SIRIUS Satellite Radio Ready
What does that really mean?

It means the radio itself is capable of controlling an Optional SIRIUS Satellite Radio Tuner that is added to the
system at an additional cost. There are t wo options in adding the SIRIUS Tuner.

OPTION 1: Add the SIRIUSPKG50 which includes:

• SIRIUS Stratus 5 Dock & Play Radio
• 2 SIRIUS Antennas for Installation on 2 Different Vehicles
• 2 Docking Stations for Installation on 2 Different Vehicles
• 12 Volt Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter
• Data Cord for Direct Connection to JENSEN Radios
• FM Extender Antenna (FEA)
• Dash and Vent Mounts

This is the Best Value as this allows you to move the SIRIUS Tuner from one
vehicle to a second vehicle, without having to pay for a second subscription.
This can be particularly valuable when using on a vehicle that is only used
for a short period of time or seasonally.

OPTION 2: Add the SCC1BL SIRIUS Satellite Tuner and PP801647 SIRIUS Antenna.
This allows you to add SIRIUS to your stereo for the least additional cost. This option is not able to be
moved from vehicle to vehicle and operate as a stand alone unit.

Of course, both systems are able to be completely controlled by the stereo itself and show all information
directly on the stereo display. There is no need to have access to the Dock & Play Radio, other than to be
able to remove it from the dock and move it to another vehicle.
The SIRIUS Stratus Dock & Play Radio is a stand alone unit that has a display and controls on the face of the unit itself.
Therefore, when you use the Dock & Play Radio in a second vehicle, you operate it via the controls on the unit itself.
If your second vehicle does not have an Aux-in on the stereo, you can simply tune the existing vehicle FM radio to one
of many available frequencies that can be broadcast by the built-in FM Modulator on the SIRIUS Stratus Dock & Play Radio.
While the SIRIUSPKG50 package is the Best Value, either option will get you enjoying SIRIUS Satellite Radio
through your JENSEN Stereo, seamlessly!

